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Where is your studio?   
Randolph, VT, across the stone patio from my home. 

 
 
Do you work alone in your studio and do you prefer that to sharing studio space with other 
artists?   

I normally work alone, but I do enjoy sharing my space.  Most recently, NH potter Sarah 
Heimann and I gave ourselves our own mini-residency in my studio.  We both worked 
on forms we had thought about, but not given ourselves time to explore during our 
daily studio lives.  (see photo journal)  I have also been mentoring a high school senior 
this school year. Rachael Merrill has been working on a series of ceramic vases for her 
senior project.  It has been pure pleasure to spend a few hours each week with her. Her 
exhibit is in a few weeks, soon after which she will go off to Canada for college.   

 
 
Do you keep regular hours of work time? 

I love to work during the daylight hours, and like to quit before making dinner.  I also 
squeeze a walk in there most days, and take time off to garden and go on bicycle/ 
motorcycle adventures with my husband Geof.  

 
 
Do you listen to music or prefer silence when you are most creative?   

I often listen to classical music.  Solo piano and small chamber ensembles are best for 
me. My CD of choice, Simone Dinnerstein’s “Bach- A Strange Beauty” is titled utilizing a 
favorite Sir Francis Bacon quote that I find totally appropriate to my studio work.  
“There is no excellent beauty that hath not some strangeness in the proportion.”  I’m 
also fine with silence.  The very best accompaniment to studio work is opening the 
windows in the summer: the sound of buzzing insects, chirping birds and mating frogs 
are my favorite music.  

 
 
How would a visitor describe your studio? (For example: chaotic, obsessively tidy, comfortable 
or intimidating, etc.)  

On entering, a visitor might first notice the enticing fragrance of pine emanating from 
my interior pine shiplap.  Once inside, a calm exuberance prevails.  A strong sense of 
order and cleanliness on the “working side” of my studio combined with an ever-
changing mix of color and form relationships on the “show space” side.  It is definitely 
friendly and welcoming. 

 
 
Do you seek out conversations with other artists either formally (like a clay club or association, 
etc.) or informally (like looking for feedback from your artist friends or mates)?   

I have a close painter friend with whom I exchange studio visits over tea on a regular 
basis.  We both find it useful to talk with an artist working in a different medium.  My 



head is often bound to function, so her comments open my eyes to other possibilities I 
overlook.  Like the time I had small slab chunks supporting a bowl’s open handles as 
they dried, and she read the whole mass as a sculptural take on a bowl.  She once called 
me the Philip Guston of the ceramic world, a title I love.  

 
 
Do you keep current with work in your field or prefer to work without the potential 
influences?  

I go back and forth with this one.  Sometimes I feel guilty about letting go and living in 
the small world of my own making (my real preference), so I re-subscribe to ceramic 
magazines. But it’s the gardening magazines that call me in.  Now and then I look at 
ceramic work online, but usually find this to be more exhausting than inspiring- I much 
prefer seeing the real work.  I do enjoy peering into the world of painters.  I don’t seem 
to need to “keep current”, but can return to my favorite painters time and again for 
refueling. 

 
 
What creative books or other sources do you find useful? 

I return to poets/writers who distill the essence of creative thought, imagery and 
imagination.  I find this emotionally so satisfying, grounding, and uplifting.   

 
 
What distracts you most from your work? 

A love of nature and a longing to move in open space. 
 
 
How do you nurture yourself to remain creative? 

I spend plenty of time exploring nature on walks.  I eat healthfully, rest well, and 
exercise regularly to be at my best.  I nurture exploration and a sense of play in the 
studio.  As I look at finished pieces out of the kiln, I use my notebook to record my 
thoughts on the work- what is each piece asking for now? 

 
 
Do you make “office” time and is that a struggle to balance the artist with the businessperson? 

Yes, that is a struggle.  I’m not very motivated to do office time - I’d rather do most 
anything else.  Even vacuum.  The businessperson side loses big-time.  I keep hoping to 
be inspired in that direction some day. 

 
 
How many years did it take for you to feel accomplished at your craft? And how many years 
have you been working in your materials or as an artist? 

I have been working in clay for thirty-three years or more, and painted before working 
in clay.  I do feel moments of accomplishment, and am thankful for that.  I could not 
count the years I have felt “accomplished”, as the sense of accomplishment is much 



more elusive than time.  Outside engagements (exhibit invitations, book inclusions, 
teaching opportunities) provide a sense of accomplishment.  But beyond 
acknowledgement from the outside world, internally I keep aiming for a kind of 
perfection that I know cannot be wholly reached. I have an endless desire to keep 
aiming for it. A continuous longing to make and find beauty in the world propels me to 
be an artist.  Now and then I hit the mark, for the moment, and feel a great sense of 
accomplishment, knowing it will dissipate.  

 
 
Can you define “studio practice” as it relates to your life or share a personal philosophy about 
what contributed to your choice to be an artist, and how you approach that choice as a 
lifestyle?  

I have always known that I would be an artist.  But in one small moment I realized a 
more thorough intensity of my life as an artist.  My last regular job happened to be at 
the Penland Gallery.  I had turned 50, and decided to quit what had been a most 
pleasant, rewarding job.  On my last day, after the goodbye party, the workday was over 
and I was removing my watch, which fell to the floor and broke.  In that exuberant 
moment, I was keenly aware that my studio life would be taking precedence in my life.   

 
I like to imagine my artist-side as a partner, so that I don’t come to think of myself as 
only an artist.  My partner is rarely absent, and its presence is keenly felt.  Our 
relationship is one of collaboration.  My “job” is to notice connections, investigate 
imaginings, and be attentive to visual/auditory cues that I can bring to the studio.  My 
partner’s job is to make something of all of this. 

 
  



Artist Statement 
 
My pots are hand built, pinching up each layer of rolled coil to build form. Pinching is a slow, 
rhythmic process that allows time to envision a piece while working. I enjoy the directness of 
touch with pinching, and the quality of light on the dimpled surface. !!My first studio pursuit was 
in painting, and I continue to be inspired by both contemporary and historical paintings. I 
approach the surface of a pot as a painter, brushing colored slips over the raw terra cotta 
surface, layering multiple glazes after bisquing. When looking at a finished piece, I like to see 
back through the layers to the beginning of the process. I aim for the speed, the pulse, and the 
tempo of making to be revealed in the pot. Throughout my thirty years of working with clay, I 
have tended to work intuitively, encouraging a great deal of collaboration with the clay. 
Experiencing the clay as a living material keeps each piece fresh for me. !!Why earthenware? The 
physicality of earthenware clay - the image of it eroding and tumbling, washing and settling with 
organic matter appeals to my poetic nature. Earthenware is the common clay- its ubiquitous 
nature means that it is nearly always nearby or underfoot. The red brown of terra cotta clay 
provides a rich, warm hued base for layering colored slips, and lends itself to an extraordinary 
palette of glaze color. Earthenware clay remains open; it can still breathe when fired. 
 
 
 
 

  
Spring 2012      Studio in winter 
  



Holly Walker, Life in the studio 
 

  
Mini-residency with Sarah Heimann   Sarah carving through the double wall 
 

  
Working on my first candelabra 
  



 
My notebook 
 

  
New text glazes ready to paint on tiles  Bisqued pots awaiting glaze 
 

 
The summer sink to be 
  



  
Glazing       My working palette 
 

  
Part of my show space    East end of the studio 
  



  
Arrival of the studio     Roof trusses 
 
 

 
View from the house-desk, across the yard from the studio 


















